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In this lab you will learn how to load, manipulate, and display geospatial data in R using a case study of
superfund sites and environmental justice in North Carolina. Please read this paper in preparation (similar
methods but in South Carolina) https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/pdf/10.1089/env.2008.0547
Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download census data for NC
Map a selected variable
Incporporate EPA hazardous waste sites into the map and dataset
Determine which census tracts are within a certain distance of hazardous waste sites
Compare the average median income of tracts within a certain distance of hazardous waste sites to
those outside of that distance
6. Assignment - choose your own variable!

packages
library(tidyverse)
library(tidycensus)
library(sf) #this is the spatial package
library(tmap) #this is the mapping
library(rmapshaper)
library(ggplot2)
library(spdep)
The main package we will use for dealing with spatial data in R is the tidy friendly sf package. sf stands for
simple features. What is a feature? A feature is thought of as a thing, or an object in the real world, such as
a building or a tree. A county can be a feature. As can a city and a neighborhood. Features have a geometry
describing where on Earth the features are located, and they have attributes, which describe other properties.
Spatial data have geometries, or geographic coordinates that allow you to map them.
Another spatial package is sp. This package is getting a little outdated, and doesn’t coordinate with tidyverse
as well so we won’t use it here.
Bringing in spatial data
sf is the specific type of data object that deals with spatial information in R. Sf is just another way R stores
data. But please note that spatial data themselves outside of R can take on many different formats. We’ll be
working with shapefiles right now. Shapefiles are not the only type of spatial data, but they are the most
commonly used. Let’s be clear here: sf objects are R specific and shapefiles are a general format of spatial
data. This is like tibbles are R specific and csv files are a general format of non spatial data.
We will be working with census geographies in this lab. There are two major packages for bringing in Census
shapefiles into R: tidycensus and tigris. These packages allow users to directly download and use TIGER
Line shapefiles from the Census Bureau.
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Downloading Census Data
One of the first steps in the Data Wrangling process is to acquire and read in data. There are two ways to
bring Census data into R: Using the Census API and downloading from an online source.
Using the Census API
You can bring data directly into R using the Census Application Program Interface (API). An API allows for
direct requests for data in machine-readable form. That is, rather than having to navigate to a website using
a browser, scroll around to find a dataset, download that dataset once you find it, save that data onto your
hard drive, and then bring the data into R, you just tell R to retrieve data directly using one or two lines of
code.
In order to directly download data from the Census API, you need a key. You can sign up for a free key
here (https://api.census.gov/data/key_signup.html), which should only take a few seconds to send to your
email. Type your key in quotes using the census_api_key() command (my key is added in there for now you should replace with your own!)
census_api_key("3ae0b5f2990a2cc0b1386b85d0f937d66b8ddc74")
The function for downloading American Community Survey (ACS) Census data is get_acs(). The command
for downloading decennial Census data is get_decennial(). Getting variables using the Census API requires
knowing the variable ID - and there are thousands of variables (and thus thousands of IDs) across the different
Census files. To rapidly search for variables, use the commands load_variables() and View(). Because we’ll
be using the ACS in this guide, let’s check the variables in the most recent 5-year ACS (2014-2018) using the
following commands.
v18 <- load_variables(2018, "acs5", cache = TRUE)
#View(v18)
A window should have popped up showing you a record layout of the 2014-18 ACS. To search for specific
data, select “Filter” located at the top left of this window and use the search boxes that pop up. For example,
type in “Hispanic” in the box under “Label”. You should see near the top of the list the first set of variables
we’ll want to download - race/ethnicity. Let’s extract that data and total population for North Carolina
counties using the get_acs() command
nc <- get_acs(geography = "tract",
year = 2018,
variables = c(tpopr = "B03002_001",
nhwhite = "B03002_003", nhblk = "B03002_004",
nhasn = "B03002_006", hisp = "B03002_012", medincome = "B19013_001"),
state = "NC",
survey = "acs5",
geometry = TRUE)
In the above code, we specified the following arguments
geography: The level of geography we want the data in; in our case, the tract. Other geographic options can
be found here. https://walker-data.com/tidycensus/articles/basic-usage.html.
year: The end year of the data (because we want 2014-2018, we use 2018).
variables: The variables we want to bring in as specified in a vector you create using the function c(). Note that
we created variable names of our own (e.g. “nhwhite”) and we put the ACS IDs in quotes (“B03002_003”).
Had we not done this, the variable names will come in as they are named in the ACS, which are not very
descriptive.
state: We can filter the counties to those in a specific state. Here it is “NC” for North Carolina If we don’t
specify this, we get all counties in the United States.
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survey: The specific Census survey were extracting data from. We want data from the 5-year American
Community Survey, so we specify “acs5”. The ACS comes in 1-, 3-, and 5-year varieties.
geometry: This command tells R to bring in the spatial features associated with the geography you specified
in the command, in our case North Carolina tracts. Note, if you just want to download a data frame, and
not a geometry output, just remove the part “geometry = TRUE”.
Type in ? get_acs() to see the full list of options.
When you bring in a dataset, the first thing you should always do is view it just to make sure you got what
you expected. You can do this directly in the console by just typing out the file name.
head(nc)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Simple feature collection with 6 features and 5 fields
geometry type: MULTIPOLYGON
dimension:
XY
bbox:
xmin: -78.7443 ymin: 35.50615 xmax: -78.68966 ymax: 35.52974
CRS:
4269
GEOID
NAME variable
1 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina
tpopr
2 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina
nhwhite
3 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina
nhblk
4 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina
nhasn
5 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina
hisp
6 37085070901 Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina medincome
estimate moe
geometry
1
3123 381 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
2
1894 310 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
3
486 118 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
4
28
33 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
5
584 329 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
6
47093 8118 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...

You’ll find that the description of the object now indicates that it is a simple feature collection with 5 fields
(attributes or columns of data). The geometry_type indicates that the spatial data are in MULTIPOLYGON
form (as opposed to points or lines, the other basic vector data forms). bbox stands for bounding box,
which indicates the spatial extent of the features (from left to right). epsg and proj4string are related to the
coordinate reference system
The data frame contains the column geometry. The tidy data rule for simple features is: we have a data frame
where each feature forms a row. A single column (a list-column) contains the geometry for each observation.
This geometry is what makes this data frame spatial. Remember that a tibble is a data frame. Hence, an
sf objective is basically a tibble, or has tibble like qualities. This means that we can use nearly all of the
functions you’ve learned with tidyverse here. Hooray for consistency!
note moe stands for margin of error here. We can probably take that out
nc <- select(nc, -moe)
You will likely encounter a variable with a name that is not descriptive. Although you should have a codebook
to crosswalk variable names with descriptions, the more descriptive the names, the more efficient your analysis
will be and the less likely you are going to make a mistake. Use the command rename() to - what else? rename a variable! Let’s rename the variable NAME to Tract in the nc dataset.
nc <- rename(nc, Tract = NAME)
names(nc)
## [1] "GEOID"

"Tract"

"variable" "estimate" "geometry"
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We’ll need to “spread” or reshape the dataset to get it to the form we want. This will convert the dataset
from long to wide. Use the function spread() and save the tidy dataset into nc1.
nc1 <- spread(nc, key = variable, value = estimate)
nc1
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Simple feature collection with 2195 features and 8 fields (with 3 geometries empty)
geometry type: MULTIPOLYGON
dimension:
XY
bbox:
xmin: -84.32187 ymin: 33.84232 xmax: -75.46062 ymax: 36.58812
CRS:
4269
First 10 features:
GEOID
Tract hisp
1 37085070901
Census Tract 709.01, Harnett County, North Carolina 584
2 37025042102 Census Tract 421.02, Cabarrus County, North Carolina 459
3 37027030100
Census Tract 301, Caldwell County, North Carolina 741
4 37031970503 Census Tract 9705.03, Carteret County, North Carolina
38
5 37031980100
Census Tract 9801, Carteret County, North Carolina
0
6 37035010600
Census Tract 106, Catawba County, North Carolina 833
7 37001020502 Census Tract 205.02, Alamance County, North Carolina 883
8 37001021000
Census Tract 210, Alamance County, North Carolina 920
9 37013930200
Census Tract 9302, Beaufort County, North Carolina 545
10 37013930800
Census Tract 9308, Beaufort County, North Carolina 129
medincome nhasn nhblk nhwhite tpopr
geometry
1
47093
28
486
1894 3123 MULTIPOLYGON (((-78.7443 35...
2
47720
103
977
2434 4072 MULTIPOLYGON (((-80.59842 3...
3
25541
0 1472
3155 5387 MULTIPOLYGON (((-81.55858 3...
4
56012
47
465
1688 2332 MULTIPOLYGON (((-76.772 34....
5
NA
0
0
0
0 MULTIPOLYGON (((-76.33014 3...
6
50674
0
491
4425 5895 MULTIPOLYGON (((-81.39401 3...
7
35385
124 1515
1407 4222 MULTIPOLYGON (((-79.47267 3...
8
25987
12 1223
1345 3749 MULTIPOLYGON (((-79.41351 3...
9
49667
1 1298
4530 6423 MULTIPOLYGON (((-77.19577 3...
10
37908
18 1152
1393 2726 MULTIPOLYGON (((-76.91488 3...

look at the difference between nc and nc1.
Creating new variables
The mutate() function allows you to create new variables within your dataset. This is important when you
need to transform variables in some way - for example, calculating a ratio or adding two variables together.
You can use the mutate() command to generate as many new variables as you would like. For example, let’s
construct five new variables in nc1: the proportion of residents who are non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic
Asian, non-Hispanic black, and Hispanic. Name these variables pnhwhite, pnhasn, pnhblk, and phisp
respectively.
Note that you can create new variables based on the variables you just created in the same line of code
(Wow!). For example, you can create a variable named diff that represents the difference between the percent
non-Hispanic white and percent non-Hispanic black after creating both variables within the same mutate()
command.
nc1 <- mutate(nc1, pnhwhite = nhwhite/tpopr, pnhasn = nhasn/tpopr,
pnhblk = nhblk/tpopr, phisp = hisp/tpopr,
diff = pnhwhite-phisp)
View nc1 to verify that you’ve successfully created these variables.
#plotting Mapping in R
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Now that you’ve got your spatial data in and wrangled, the next natural step is to map something. There
are several functions in R that can be used for mapping. We won’t go through all of them. We’ll go through
two of them: ggplot2 and tmap.

ggplot
The way ggplot() works for mapping is similar to when we used it for making graphs. ggplot() is the
foundation and we add elements to it using other functions.
For mapping purposes, geom_sf() is (). Let’s first map NC median income. Place the sf object nc1 inside
ggplot() and add geom_sf().
Eliminate the tract borders by using color = NA inside geom_sf().
ggplot(nc1) +
geom_sf(aes(fill = medincome), color = NA)
36.5°N

medincome
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We make layout adjustments to the map by adding functions after geom_sf() using the addition operator +.
For example, we can specify a title using the labs() function.
ggplot(nc1) +
geom_sf(aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts")

Median income in North Carolina Tracts
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Don’t like a blue color scale? You can change it using the scale_fille_gradient() function.
ggplot(nc1) +
geom_sf(aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts") +
scale_fill_gradient(low = "white", high = "red", na.value ="gray", name = "Median income")
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Median income in North Carolina Tracts
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I’m not a big fan of the border, the gridlines, and the geographic coordinate labels. The function theme()
controls these features. We eliminate these features from the map.
ggplot(nc1) +
geom_sf(aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts") +
scale_fill_gradient(low = "white", high = "red", na.value ="gray", name = "Median income") +
theme( axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.ticks = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank())

Median income in North Carolina Tracts
Median income
200000
150000
100000
50000

plotting with tmap
This package is closer to the outputs from ArcGis - and if you have Pat as an advisor, it is good to know how
to make maps like this :)
Similar to ggplot2, tmap is a series of functions that build on one another. The foundation is tm_shape()
which acts like ggplot(). You then build on tm_shape() by adding one or more elements, in particular
tm_polygons(). All additional functions take on the form of tm_. Check the full list of tm_ elements here
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/tmap/versions/2.0/topics/tmap-element .
Let’s make a choropleth map of median household income.
tm_shape(nc1) +
tm_polygons(col = "medincome", style = "quantile")
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.
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medincome
11,000 to 37,144
37,144 to 45,073
45,073 to 53,855
53,855 to 70,132
70,132 to 249,063
Missing

You first put the dataset nc1 inside tm_shape(). Because you are plotting polygons, you use tm_polygons()
next. The argument col = “medincome” tells R to shade the tracts by the variable medincome. The argument
style = “quantile” tells R to break up the shading into quantiles, or equal groups of 5. I find that this is
where tmap offers a distinct advantage over ggplot2 in that users have greater control over the legend and
bin breaks. tmap allows users to specify algorithms to automatically create breaks with the style argument.
Seven of the most useful break styles are described in the bullet points below :
style = pretty, the default setting, rounds breaks into whole numbers where possible and spaces them evenly
style = equal divides input values into bins of equal range, and is appropriate for variables with a uniform
distribution (not recommended for variables with a skewed distribution as the resulting map may end-up
having little color diversity) style = quantile ensures the same number of observations fall into each category
(with the potential down side that bin ranges can vary widely) style = jenks identifies groups of similar
values in the data and maximizes the differences between categories style = cont (and order) present a large
number of colors over continuous color field, and are particularly suited for continuous rasters (order can
help visualize skewed distributions) style = sd divides the values by standard deviations above and below
the mean. style = cat was designed to represent categorical values and assures that each category receives a
unique color We can change the color scheme and tract borders using arguments within tm_polygons(). The
argument palette = defines the color ranges associated with the bins and determined by the style arguments.
tm_shape(nc1) +
tm_polygons(col = "medincome", style = "quantile",palette = "Reds",
border.alpha = 0, title = "Median income")
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.

Median income
11,000 to 37,144
37,144 to 45,073
45,073 to 53,855
53,855 to 70,132
70,132 to 249,063
Missing
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Here, we used the color scheme “Reds”.
Also notice two additional arguments in the above code. border.alpha specifies the transparency of the
polygon borders, which we set to 0 to indicate totally transparent. This eliminates the border colors between
tracts, like color = NA inside geom_sf() did in ggplot(). The argument title specifies the title of the legend
like name = in ggplot().
We need to add other key elements to the map. Here is where we start adding layout functions using the +
operator. First, the scale bar, which you can add using the function tm_scale_bar()
tm_shape(nc1, unit = "km") +
tm_polygons(col = "medincome", style = "quantile",palette = "Reds",
border.alpha = 0, title = "Median income") +
tm_scale_bar(breaks = c(0, 50, 100), text.size = 1, position = c("left", "bottom"))
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.

Median income
11,000 to 37,144
37,144 to 45,073
45,073 to 53,855
53,855 to 70,132
70,132 to 249,063
Missing

0

50 100 km

The argument breaks tells R the distances to break up and end the bar. Make sure you use reasonable break
points - Note that the scale is in km, but you can specify the units within tm_shape() using the argument
unit. Here, we used unit = “km”. The position = argument specifies to locate the scale bar on the bottom
left of the map.
The next element is the north arrow, which we can add using the function tm_compass(). You can control
for the type, size and location of the arrow within this function. We place a 4-star arrow on the top left of
the map.
tm_shape(nc1, unit = "km") +
tm_polygons(col = "medincome", style = "quantile",palette = "Reds",
border.alpha = 0, title = "Median income") +
tm_scale_bar(breaks = c(0, 50, 100), size = 1, position = c("left", "bottom")) +
tm_compass(type = "4star", position = c("left", "top"))
## Warning: The argument size of tm_scale_bar is deprecated. It has been renamed to
## text.size
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.
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We can make the map prettier by changing a variety of layout settings using the function tm_layout(). This
function is similar to theme() in ggplot(). Check the help documentation for tm_layout() to see the complete
list of settings. Let’s change a few things to our map.

nc.map <- tm_shape(nc1, unit = "km") +
tm_polygons(col = "medincome", style = "quantile",palette = "Reds",
border.alpha = 0, title = "Median income") +
tm_scale_bar(breaks = c(0, 50, 100), text.size = .6, position = c("left", "bottom")) +
tm_compass(type = "4star", position = c("right", "bottom"),) +
tm_layout(main.title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts",
main.title.size = 0.95, legen
nc.map
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.

Median income in North Carolina Tracts
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We did a few things within the tm_layout() function
We added a title using the argument main.title We changed some of the font sizes including the main title
and legend We eliminated the frame around the map using the argument frame = FALSE Also notice that
we stored the map into an object called nc.map. R is an object-oriented language, so everything you make in
R are objects that can be stored for future manipulation. This includes maps. You should see nc.map. in
your Environment window. By storing the map, can access it anytime during your current R session.
Saving maps
You can save your maps a couple of ways.
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On the plotting screen where the map is shown, click on Export and save it as either an image or pdf file.
Use the function tmap_save() For option 2, we can save the map object nc.map. as such
tmap_save(nc.map, "ncinc.jpg")
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.
## Map saved to /Users/sarahroberts/Documents/Classes/Stats710_2020/stats_class/gis/ncinc.jpg
## Resolution: 3409.895 by 1293.295 pixels
## Size: 11.36632 by 4.310983 inches (300 dpi)
Specify the tmap object and a filename with an extension. It supports pdf, eps, svg, wmf, png, jpg, bmp and
tiff. The default is png. Also make sure you’ve set your directory to the folder that you want your map to be
saved in.

Interactive maps
So far we’ve created static maps. That is, maps that don’t “move”. But, we’re all likely used to Google or
Bing maps - maps that we can move around and zoom into. You can make interactive maps in R using the
package tmap. Here is another benefit of using tmap over ggplot2 - the latter does not provide interactivity.
To make your tmap object interactive, use the function tmap_mode()
#tmap_mode("view")
Now that the interactive mode has been ‘turned on’, all maps produced with tm_shape() will launch. Let’s
view our saved nc.map interactively.
nc.map
## Warning: The shape nc1 contains empty units.

Median income in North Carolina Tracts
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You can save your interactive map using the same methods described above. To switch back to plotting mode
(noninteractive), type in
tmap_mode("plot")
## tmap mode set to plotting
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Back to stats
Okay that was fun, now lets do some statistics.

Distance to superfund sites.
Load superfund data
Superfund data is available on the US EPA website. I went and downloaded it for NC https://www.epa.gov/
frs/epa-frs-facilities-state-single-file-csv-download
Make sure you read about the data in the metadata file.
NC_pollut <- read.csv("STATE_SINGLE_NC.csv")

#lets see how many of each type of site we have
NC_pollut %>%
group_by(SITE_TYPE_NAME) %>%
summarise(no_rows = length(SITE_TYPE_NAME))
## # A tibble: 10 x 2
##
SITE_TYPE_NAME
no_rows
##
<fct>
<int>
## 1 ""
3867
## 2 "BROWNFIELDS SITE"
850
## 3 "CONTAMINATED SITE"
20
## 4 "CONTAMINATION ADDRESSED"
1
## 5 "FACILITY"
20
## 6 "MONITORING STATION"
119
## 7 "PORTABLE"
6
## 8 "POTENTIALLY CONTAMINATED SITE"
298
## 9 "STATIONARY"
76775
## 10 "WATER SYSTEM"
22347
Lets just pull out the contaminated, potentially contaminated, and brownfields sites.

NC_pollut <- NC_pollut %>% filter(SITE_TYPE_NAME == "BROWNFIELDS SITE" | SITE_TYPE_NAME == "CONTAMINATED
make it a spatial object to map Note, we need to remove the rows with missing values in the coordinates.
Through the metadata I found that the coordinate system is NAD83. I looked up the EPSG code for NAD83
on google and put it as the coordinate reference system (crs).
NC_pollut <- NC_pollut %>% filter(!is.na(LATITUDE83) & !is.na(LONGITUDE83))
NC_pollut_sf <- st_as_sf(NC_pollut, coords = c("LONGITUDE83", "LATITUDE83"), crs = 4269)
#make sure it has a coordinate system
st_crs(NC_pollut_sf)
## Coordinate Reference System:
##
User input: EPSG:4269
##
wkt:
## GEOGCS["NAD83",
##
DATUM["North_American_Datum_1983",
##
SPHEROID["GRS 1980",6378137,298.257222101,
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","7019"]],
##
TOWGS84[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],
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##
##
##
##
##
##

AUTHORITY["EPSG","6269"]],
PRIMEM["Greenwich",0,
AUTHORITY["EPSG","8901"]],
UNIT["degree",0.0174532925199433,
AUTHORITY["EPSG","9122"]],
AUTHORITY["EPSG","4269"]]

st_crs(nc1)
## Coordinate Reference System:
##
User input: 4269
##
wkt:
## GEOGCS["NAD83",
##
DATUM["North_American_Datum_1983",
##
SPHEROID["GRS 1980",6378137,298.257222101,
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","7019"]],
##
TOWGS84[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","6269"]],
##
PRIMEM["Greenwich",0,
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","8901"]],
##
UNIT["degree",0.0174532925199433,
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","9122"]],
##
AUTHORITY["EPSG","4269"]]
Lets plot it on top of our already pretty map by adding another geom_sf line to ggplot
ggplot() +
geom_sf(data = nc1, aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts") +
scale_fill_gradient(low = "white", high = "red", na.value ="gray", name = "Median income") +
geom_sf(data = NC_pollut_sf) +
theme( axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.ticks = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank())

Median income in North Carolina Tracts

Median income
200000
150000
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50000

It
looks like there are several outliers that are probably incorrect. Lets just remove those by clipping the data
to the state outline.
A common spatial data wrangling issue is to subset a set of spatial objects based on their location relative to
another spatial object. In our case, we want to keep sites that are in North Carolina. Think of what were
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doing here as something similar to taking a cookie cutter shaped like the NC (in our case, the sf object nc1)
and cutting out the metro area from our cookie dough of pollution sites (NC_pollut_sf). We can do this
using the st_join() function
NC_pollut_sf_small <- st_join(x = NC_pollut_sf, y = nc1,
join = st_within, left=FALSE)
The above code tells R to identify the points in the hazardous waste data that intersect with the polygon nc1.
We indicate we want a polygon intersection by specifying join = st_intersects. The option left=FALSE tells
R to eliminate the points from NC_pollut_sf that do not intersect (make it TRUE and see what happens).
lets map it out
ggplot() +
geom_sf(data = nc1, aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts") +
scale_fill_gradient(low = "white", high = "red", na.value ="gray", name = "Median income") +
geom_sf(data = NC_pollut_sf_small) +
theme( axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.ticks = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank())

Median income in North Carolina Tracts
Median income
200000
150000
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much better!

Within a distance to hazardous waste sites
Lets mirror the paper and find out how many census tracks are within a distance of 1000 meters of a hazardous
waste site. Things are getting a little complicated so lets simplify our datasets.
sites <- NC_pollut_sf_small %>% dplyr::select(geometry, INTEREST_TYPES, SITE_TYPE_NAME)
census_tracts <- nc1
First we need to convert the data into a coordinate system that is in meters. I just looked here for North
Carolina meters https://epsg.io/5070 . If we don’t do this we would have to specify our distance in degrees
which is okay, but not great.
census_tracts = st_transform(census_tracts, crs = 5070)
sites = st_transform(sites, crs = 5070)
plot again to make sure we are alright
ggplot() +
geom_sf(data = census_tracts, aes(fill = medincome), color = NA) +
labs(title = "Median income in North Carolina Tracts") +
scale_fill_gradient(low = "white", high = "red", na.value ="gray", name = "Median income") +
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geom_sf(data = sites) +
theme( axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.ticks = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank())

Median income in North Carolina Tracts

Median income
200000
150000
100000
50000

Note it looks a little skewed because of the geographic transformation. thats okay!
now select out which sites are within a certain distance
sel <- st_is_within_distance(census_tracts, sites, dist = 1000)
summary(lengths(sel) > 0)
##
Mode
## logical

FALSE
1389

TRUE
806

This shows that there are 806 points in the target object census_tracts within the threshold distance of sites.
How to retrieve the values associated with the respective sel tracts? The solution is again with st_join(), but
with an addition dist argument (set to 1000 m below):
census_tracts<- st_join(census_tracts, sites,
join = st_is_within_distance, dist = 1000)
Note that the number of rows in the joined result is greater than the target. This is because some tracts are
close to multiple sites. Lets create a new variable called near site, and have it be 1 if they are near a site, and
0 if not. Then we will group by the census tract and get back to our original sized data. You may get some
NA arguments here, that is because all I care about is the numeric data so I chose to summarize as mean. If
you care about the categorical data, you can summariz_at different columns to get out the most frequent
categorical dataset. This is a short cut.
census_tracts$near_site <- ifelse(is.na(census_tracts$INTEREST_TYPES), 0, 1)
census_tracts <- census_tracts %>% group_by(Tract) %>% summarize_all(mean, na.rm = TRUE)

t.test on one km buffered sites
Lets test wheather census tracts outside of the 1km (1000 meters) have a higher median income compared to
tracts closer to the sites
shapiro.test(census_tracts$medincome)
##
##
##

Shapiro-Wilk normality test
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## data: census_tracts$medincome
## W = 0.85474, p-value < 2.2e-16
#not normally distributed!
shapiro.test(log(census_tracts$medincome))
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: log(census_tracts$medincome)
## W = 0.99092, p-value = 2.156e-10
#still not normal so lets do non-parametric
wilcox.test(medincome ~ near_site, census_tracts, alternative = "greater")
##
## Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction
##
## data: medincome by near_site
## W = 730864, p-value < 2.2e-16
## alternative hypothesis: true location shift is greater than 0
Wow, it looks like census tracts near waste sites have a lower median income than tract groups farther away.

Graded Assessment
Map (8 points)
Choose a census variable (other than median income) to map that you think may differ based on distance
to hazardous waste sites. Create a publishable map (with the variable and hazardous waste sites). I have
already provided some variables you may want to look at, but go ahead and choose what you are interested
in (hint, use the filter on the label column of v18).

Table (7 points)
Choose a buffer other than 1km and make a table that summarizes your selected variable for areas within the
buffer and oustide of the buffer.

Comparison of means (5 points)
Test the difference in means for your selected variable inside and outside of your selected buffer. Present your
results from your comparison of means as a few sentances. Make sure to check your assumptions.
Turn in one word document or knitted rmd of your map (the maps may make this difficult to knit), table,
and a few sentances describing your comparison.
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